
RageMD and SaDiCi team up for a new single:
Call Me
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TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, January

15, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Today,

the music scene is perhaps as diverse

as its ever been. It’s amazing to see

that most artists are finally starting to

blur the lines between different genres,

adding new ideas to their sound and

generally not being stuck in their usual

comfort zone. This is one of the reason

why collaborative tracks are awesome,

and this is exactly the kind of magic

RageMD and SaDiCi were able to

harness with their most recent

collaboration. 

The single is titled “Call Me,” and it feels

like a great showcase of the talent and

chemistry of these artists. This new

work represents the creativity and

vision of both artists, highlighting the

pair’s willingness to take chances and

try new ideas for the sake of a great song. RageMD and SaDiCi’s music should be right up your

alley if you do enjoy the sound of artists such as Frank Ocean, Drake, and Kendrick Lamar,

among others. Much like the aforementioned talents, RageMD and SaDiCi share a deep focus on

great songwriting and honest lyrics, combining the energy of a rap flow with the great melodic

touch of modern neo-soul and R&B.

Find out more:

https://music.ragemd.me/callme
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/560714812
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try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something
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Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable
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